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Abstract—The chiral diaza-9-crown-3 derivative 1 is the first example of a fluorescent PET chemosensor designed specifically for
detecting lithium ions (Li+). 1 shows ‘off–on’ switching of fluorescence when treated with various lithium salts in organic solvents
such as CH3CN, with binding constant log �=5.4, at the same time as discriminating against a variety of group I and II metal
ions. In water, the emission is quenched by anions due to the heavy-atom effect. © 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Sensing and recognition of physiologically important
species using luminescent chemosensors is of current
interest in biology and medicine, since it affords a
non-destructive way of obtaining real time, on-line
information. Such sensing can be observed via changes
in emission intensities (quantum yield), wavelength, life-
times and chirality.1 A particularly attractive approach
has been the use of photoinduced electron transfer
(PET) sensors.2 These are designed on the fluorophore-
spacer-receptor archetype where an ionic or molecular
input at the receptor site can modulate the emission
such as lifetime and quantum yield of fluorescence
(�F), causing the luminescent emission to be switched
either ‘off–on ’ or ‘on–off ’ upon sensing.3 We have been
interested in this field and have recently developed PET
sensors for anions, such as acetate and phosphate,4 and
for cations, e.g. for the selective detection of sodium in
blood or serum.5 We have also developed several lan-
thanide-based luminescent sensors, switches and logic
gate mimics using cations and neutral molecules.6 Even
though many elegant PET sensors have been developed
for cations over the years, there are, to the best of our
knowledge, no reports on the development of fluores-
cent PET designed chemosensors for selective sensing of
lithium.7 Selective detection of Li+ in biological samples
is of great importance since Li+ is used for the treat-
ment of manic-depressive psychosis and other related
illnesses.8 Currently, the determination of Li+ in serum
(at the therapeutic level in blood in the range of 0.5–1.5
mM, which also contains 140 mM concentration of
Na+) is carried out by employing Li+ selective elec-
trodes.9 Li+ is also important from an industrial point

of view because of its use in batteries. Because of its
small size and high charge density, selective detection of
Li+ without interference from Na+ is a challenging task.
de Silva et al. recently reported the synthesis of Na+

selective fluorescent PET sensors for intracellular Na+

detection (log �=3.1).10 Whilst these sensors showed
no significant response to other physiologically active
cations, the sensor displayed an order of magnitude
fluorescence enhancement in the presence of a high
concentration of Li+ (log �=2.2). However, selective
Li+ detection was not possible. We have also seen
similar effects in our attempts to develop Na+ selective
sensors for blood Na+.5 A few other reports on the use
of internal charge transfer (ICT) based sensing of Li+

have also recently been reported.8 Inspired by these
results, and the fact that no PET selective chemosensors
designed for Li+ detection has to best of our knowledge
been reported, we set out to develop the PET Li+

chemosensor 1, with the aim of achieving selective Li+

detection over other alkali and alkali earth metal ions,
preferably in the physiological concentration range.

1 was designed as a fluorophore-spacer-receptor sys-
tem.2,5 The small diaza-9-crown-3 (1-oxo-4,7-diazacy-
clononane) was chosen as the Li+ receptor with the aim
of reducing Na+ affinity which is often associated with
larger crown ethers such as 12-crown-4. The receptor
was further modified using amide-based side arms, to
aid higher Na+ discrimination. Such modification has
previously been suggested for competitive Li+ recogni-
tion and transport over a liquid membrane.11 The
receptor (unit 2 in 1) was connected to a naphthalene
fluorophore via the chiral methyl substituted spacer,
which was chosen with the aim of introducing steric
hindrance to further impose Li+ selectivity.
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Sensor 1 was synthesized as described in Scheme 1 from
1-oxo-4,7-diazacyclononane·2HBr 212 and the chiral 2-
chloro-N-[(S)-2-naphthyl]ethylethanamide 3 (which
was synthesized in one step using a modified literature
procedure from S-1-(naphthyl)ethylamine and chloro-
acetic acid using HOBt and EDCl peptide coupling
procedures in CHCl3, followed by aqueous KHCO3

work up and recrystallization from ether)13 in 37%
yield using 4.1 equiv. of Cs2CO3 and 2.1 equiv. of KI in
refluxing freshly distilled CH3CN under an inert atmo-
sphere at room temperature followed by a column
chromatographic workup on neutral flash silica.14 The
use of 100% CH2Cl2 eluted the mono substituted crown
ether 4, in >10% yield, but the stepwise addition of
MeOH to 95:5 CH2Cl2:MeOH as eluent gave the
desired product 1 in ca. 70% yield. However, we found
it was necessary to triturate 1 with diethyl ether and
wash the resulting solution with 1 M NaOH after the
column chromatography to ensure the crown ether was
not protonated. When the reaction was carried out in
dry DMF the overall yields were somewhat smaller,
and 4 was formed in ca. 30% yield. The 1H NMR of 1
showed well-dispersed signals for the 14 aromatic pro-
tons, a quartet for the stereogenic center and several
multiplets in the region of 1.4–3.4 ppm assigned to the
aza-crown protons; appearing as several diastereotropic
centers as assigned using 2D 1H and 1H–13C NMR. The
electro-spray mass spectrum of 1 showed a single peak
at 552.5 for the molecular ion.

The photophysical properties of 1 were evaluated in
water, MeOH, CH3CN, and in 50:50 MeOH:CH3CN
solutions in the presence of several metal cations from
group IA and IIA. In water, using 160 mM NaCl to
maintain constant ionic strength, the pKa of 1 was

determined by the changes in the fluorescence emission
spectrum of 1 at �F 337 nm, when excited at 280 nm. A
pKa of 7.2±0.1 was determined from these changes (Fig.
1), with the emission reversibly ‘switched on ’ upon
addition of acid to an alkaline solution of 1, with an
order of magnitude enhancement in fluorescence with-
out any other substantial spectral shifts. No changes
were observed in the absorption spectra of 1 because
the covalent spacer separates the naphthalene
fluorophore from the receptor and thus minimizes any
�–n orbital interactions. The switching also occurs over
ca. two pH units, an indication of 1:1 binding and a
simple equilibrium. These fluorescent ‘off–on ’ changes
indicate that the protonation of the amino-crown moi-
ety suppresses any PET process from the amine crown
ether to the naphthalene fluorophore.

The effects of titrating 1 with a series of cations from
group IA and IIA was also investigated in water at pH
7.4 (partly protonated) and at pH 8.5 (deprotonated
crown ether). As expected, the absorption spectra of 1
were unaffected upon titration using LiCl, NaCl, KCl
and CaCl2 salts at pH 7.4. However, substantial
quenching, rather than fluorescent enhancement, was
observed in the emission spectra upon titration of 1
using these ions. This indicated that the PET mecha-
nism was not active, or at least not observed, due to
other active quenching mechanisms. Further investiga-
tion showed that the quenching was most likely due to
a heavy-atom effect by the halide counter ion, since it
was largely noticeable for spherical anions such as Br−

and I− with 50 and 83% reduction in fluorescence,
respectively, in the concentration range of 0–2.5 mM.
In the case of Cl−, less quenching was observed. It is
possible that in the case of Cl−, the excited state was
quenched by an electron transfer mechanism. We are
currently investigating this. Anions such as CH3CO2

−

and ClO4
− showed relatively small quenching (�5%)

even at high concentrations (�25 mM). The effect of
anion quenching of 1 was further investigated by evalu-
ating the photophysical properties of the �-chloroamide
3 under the same conditions as above. At pH 7.2 and
pH 8.5 the fluorescence emission was quenched by these
anions, but to a lesser extent than that seen for 1.

The PET sensing ability of 1 was then investigated in
several organic solvents with the aim of incorporating 1

Scheme 1. The synthesis of Li+ chemosensor 1. Figure 1. pH-titration profile in 100% water for 1.
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into polar membranes.15 These measurements showed
that 1 was acting as a PET Li+ chemosensor in non-
aqueous solutions. In CH3CN, a ca. fivefold enhance-
ment in the fluorescence emission intensities were
observed upon Li+ titration using LiClO4 indicating
that the electron transfer from the crown ether
amines to the fluorophore was substantially reduced
upon Li+ complexation (Fig. 2). No other changes
were seen in the emission spectra, e.g. no changes
were seen in the �max, and no excimer emission was
observed at longer wavelength. The fluorescence
quantum yield, �F for the fully complexed sensor was
measured to be 0.11, whereas in the free sensor (no
Li+) it was measured to be 0.022. The sensor was also
highly selective towards Li+ over other physiologically
active cations such as Na+, K+, Ca2+ and Mg2+,
which showed much less of an effect, with only 5–
10% fluorescence enhancement at high concentrations
(�25 mM). Analyses of the Li+ selectivity of 1 is
shown in Fig. 3, as a ratio of IF/IFo as a function of
pM (−log[M+]), where IFo is the fluorescence emission
of the free sensor. From these changes, fluorescence
emission is switched ‘on ’ over two pM units between
6 and 4. This is an indication of 1:1 binding and
simple equilibrium. The binding constant log � was

measured to be 5.4(±0.1) for 1 with lithium, but the
changes for other cations were too small to evaluate
their binding constant. This indicates that the recep-
tor is extremely sensitive to the presence of Li+ in the
media. Similar results were observed in MeOH, but
the binding values and switching factors were differ-
ent. Fig. 3 shows that the chemosensor is extremely
selective for Li+ with a fluorescence switching factor
of ca. 5. This is a somewhat smaller factor than
observed for many other PET cation chemosensors2

and that observed in the pH titration of 1.5 We
believe that the reason for this is twofold. Firstly, for
the pH titration, the amine forms a strong covalent
bond with the proton, which increases the oxidation
potential of the amine, making �GET unfavorable. We
believe that this interaction is relatively much weaker
in the case of Li+. By carrying out a Li+ titration and
observing the changes in the 1H NMR (CD3CN)
spectrum we saw that upon Li+ complexation, both
the crown ether protons and the �-CH2 protons of
the pendent arms were effected, being shifted upfield
and broadened after the addition of 10 equiv. of Li+.
The amide protons and the chiral centers were also
substantially broadened. From these results, we pre-
dict that the Li+ binding is most likely underneath the
crown ether, where the amide also participates in the
binding. Preliminary molecular modeling studies also
support our suggestion. If this is the case, the excel-
lent selectivity for Li+ over other group I and II
cations is due to size discrimination. Secondly, the
rate of electron transfer falls off with distance (�1/
r6), which in our case also contributes to the rela-
tively higher fluorescence switching since the receptor
is separated from the fluorophore by four atoms.
Similar observations have been made in systems with
2–3 carbon atom spacers.16 We are currently investi-
gating these features in more detail as well as looking
at the effect of using other fluorophores.

In summary, we have designed and synthesized a
highly Li+ selective fluorescent PET chemosensor. The
fluorescence emission of the naphthalene fluorophores
is switched on with an enhancement factor of ca. 5
upon addition of Li+ in CH3CN whereas the emission
is hardly affected by other group I and II cations. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of
a highly selective Li+ PET chemosensor.
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Figure 2. Changes in the fluorescence emission spectra of 1
upon addition of Li+, when excited at 280 nm in MeCN.

Figure 3. Titration profiles for 1 using perchlorate salts in
CH3CN. �, Li+; ×, Ca2+; �, K+; �, Na+.
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